THE APPRENTICE
Erotic novel

Noelia Fernández
What does really attract you? Have you ever thought about it? Close your eyes and let what is
inside you flourish.

Synopsis
What would you do if suddenly the perfect man appears before you and invites you to meet all your
fantasies?
Sophie wants to start off sexually with a man whom she feels attracted to and fells in love with her. She
will entirely devote herself to Kevin. He will introduce her in the BDSM universe, a captivating, and much
more seductive universe than she ever imagined.
Sophie, a young graduate who doesn’t find a job, is forced to work in the family business, a quiet bakery.
She will there meet a special client; Kevin, a gorgeous middle aged man new in the village. Chemistry
will be soon unleashed between the two. He is looking for a submissive, but not anyone, he requires
someone special. Something he appears to have found in Sophie. Sophie is carried away, putting herself
in the hands of Kevin within the complex world of BDSM.
Things get complicated because... how do you hide such an intense relationship in a small town?
Will Sophie be able to fulfil her fantasies, and learn and enjoy with Kevin without all the village noticing?

Biography
Noelia Fernández is a young promise on erotic literature in Spanish. After
entering the world of fantasy and the juvenile literature, her career turned
to eroticism and romanticism.
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In 2013 published his first novel Días... pero solo un instante, title she
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-The apprentice is an erotic novel of BDSM discovery. Sophie and Kevin meet in the bakery
where she works. He will introduce her to the BDSM world, while they pretend to be a normal
couple in front of the people from the village. Sophie will live an erotic experience that will
make her consider the barriers that sexually and socially oppressed her.
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-The protagonist of the novel, Sophie, unlike the main characters of other similar-themed
novels, is a woman with a strong personality, which is not identified with the prudery or lack
of personality from other titles.
-The novel focuses on an erotic BDSM world; the author has documented herself through
interviews with specialized authors, and review of erotic genre forums. She has also interviewed people who enjoy these sexual practices with the intention of knowing the circumstances that drive each type of person or rol for the BDSM practice.
-It is a novel with a first person narrator so that the reader to identifies easily with the protagonist. The plot is told chronologically; in this way the reader can follow the narrative without
any other difficulty rather than catching her or his breath on the pages where the sexual
relationship is more intense.
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-Noelia Fernández is a young writer who began in the literature with the writing of juvenile
fantasy. The experience led her to self publish her first novel Días... pero solo un instante
which she presented with great success at the Congress B’Radic of Barcelona. She is currently writing the continuation of The Apprentice, work that combines with her interpretation
studies.
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-The main literary model of this work would be the literary production written by Sophie
Morgan, author of the novel Diary of a Submissive.
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